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FOREWORD
 

Jupiter, the largest planet of the solar system, differs
 

sharply from the Earth and terrestrial group of planets in
 

many basic characteristics (mass, rotation, composition,
 

atmospheric and deep interior structure, etc.). Until recently,
 

Jupiter had been studied only by means of ground based tele

scope astronomy. The flights of Pioneer-10 and Pioneer-li
 

demonstrated the possibility of the use of space vehicles for
 

this purpose, despite the high level of hard radiation near
 

the planet.
 

The proposed model summarizes the basic data on structure
 

of the atmosphere and near planetary space of Jupiter, published
 

by the beginning of 1976. In approach to the problem and
 

structure, the work is similar to the models of the atmospheres
 

of Venus and Mars, previously compiled at the Institute of
 

Space Research, Academy of Sciences USSR [1,2]. Several pos

sible alternate versions of the vertical profile of the
 

atmosphere, selected so as to obtain a "bracket" of the basic
 

-parameters (temperature and Dressure) over a wide range of
 

altitudes, are given. In distinction from the previously
 

published models of the terrestrial group of planets, considerable
 

attention was given to the physical conditions in the near
 

planetary space (radiation and meteorite situation). The model
 

was cqmpiled by the following group of authors: V.I. Moroz
 

(basic characteristics, model of the-atmosphere, electromagnetic
 

radiation, meteorite situation, satellites), P.Ye. El'yasberg
 

(-gravitational field and satellites), M.N. Izakov and V.S.
 

Zhegulev (model of the atmosphere), G.A. Skuridin, Yu.I.
 

Gal'perin and K.I. Gringayz (magnetosphere and radiation
 

situatiQn).
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WORKING MODEL OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND NEAR
 
'PLANETARY SPACE OF JUPITER
 

V.I. Moroz, ed.
 
Institute of Space Research,
 

Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow
 

1. Basic Physical Characteristics and Gravitational Field
 

1.1. Planetary Motion
 

Jupiter rotates about the sun in aneTlfptical orbit, with a / /4* 

semimajor axis of 5.203 AU and eccentricity o.o484. The rectangular 

geoequatorial, heliocentric coordinates and velocitycomponents 

are presented in [3]. The maximum error of each coordinate of 

Jupiter corresponding to these data can be assumed to be 3-10 - 6 

-
AU and, of each velocity component, 3.10 9 AU/day [4].
 

1.2. Dimensions and Shape
 

The shape of Jupiter is described by an ellipsoid of rotation.
 

The equatorial radius, polar radius and compression are presented
 

in Table 1. The recommended value of the equatorial radius is
 

based on the results of radiooccultation of the atmosphere,of
 

-Jupftert by Pioneer-10 and Pioneer-11 [51, and it is re-l-ative--to
 

the 1 atm equipotential level. The value presented in work [5]
 

for the 0.16 atm level was extrapolated downward, by means of
 

the models of the atmosphere presented in section 2.2. The
 

indicated error of ±30 km includes both measurement errors and
 

indeterminancy in the models of the atmosphere.
 

The recommended value of the compression was determined as
 

a result of analysis of the Pioneer-10 orbital data [6] and, within
 

*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
 



the limits of error, it coincides with the value found from
 

the motion of the satellites [7], as well as with the geometric
 

compression, obtained by means of micrometric measurements [8].
 

The radius of the planet at latitude k is connected with
 

the equatorial radius by the relation
 

R[ Re (1 '(! 

The values of Ro for various latitudes are presented in Table 2.
 

1.3. Mass and Gravitational Field
 

In expansion of potential V of the gravitational field of /5
 

Jupiter by Legendre polynomials, it is sufficient to leave three
 

terms:
 

where p is the gravitational parameter, 12 and 14 are the coef

ficients of the harmonics, Re is the equatorial radius.
 

There now are several determinations of the mass of Jupiter
 

from observations of the satellites of Jupiter, small planets
 

and from orbital measurements of space probes (Pioneer-l0,ll)
 

[6].
 

In accordance with the recommendations of the International
 

Astronomical Union (IAU), the ratio of the mass of the sun to
 

the mass of Jupiter should be assumed to be 1047.355 with a
 

maximum error ±0.025, and the gravitational parameter of the
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sun (132712438000 ± 5000)km3 /sec 2 . From this, for the r 

gravitational parameter of Jupiter,-we obtain,

= (126712000 + 3-0)cm''secajo 

For the remaining constants in formula (2), the following
 

values, determined by Anderson et al [6], can be assumed:
 

+ o0ov4)io- 25(+.472
. = ' (3) 

= (14 50)-IO-650 + 

___--____ = 71398 Eu. 

The value of Re obtained by Anderson differs somewhat from that
 

recommended above (and subsequently used for models of the
 

atmosphere).
 

The acceleration of gravity depends appreciably on latitude.
 

Centrifugal force makes a significant contribution. The ac

celeration of gravity for different latitudes is presented in
 

Table 2. For calculations of models of the atmosphere, we will
 

assume
 

g=25 m/sec2, (4)
 

The change of g with altitude can be disregarded in these
 

calculations.
 

1.4. Rotation
 

The observable details on the disc of the planet belong to /6 

the cloud layer. However, there are compac{ cand long lasting 

formations (spots) among them, from which thTeeriod of rotation 

can be determined. Since atmospheric motions, the velocity of 

which is somewhat different at different latitudes,-make a c 
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contribution to the observable rotation effect, the average
 

period determined from the movement of details depends some

what on latitude. It has been determined that,-near the
 

equator (±l20), the spots have a period of rotation of 9 hours
 

50 min, but it is close to 9 hours 55 min in the middle latitudes.
 

The periodicity of change in intensity of radio emissions in the
 

deeimeter range and the frequency of bursts in the decameter
 

range (see section 3) are close to the period of rotation in the
 

middle latitudes; however, they are not completely consistent.
 

In connection with this, three systems of longitude are used
 

to designate the coordinates on Jupiter: system I (equatorial),
 

S(for .middie!atitudes) and III (fo& radio emission). The 

corresponding periods are given in Table 3. The zero meridians
 

for these systems were selected arbitrarily, and they are not
 

connected with any definite details. At a time in 1897, July
 

14.00, Julian day 2414120.0, the central meridian of the planet
 

had a longitude of 43.31' in system I and 96.580 in system II
 

[9]. The zero meridions in systems III and IT coincided on
 

1 January 1957, at zero hours UT [103. Since there evidently
 

is no solid core in Jupiter, and the thickness of the gaseous
 

atmesphere is over 1000 km in any case (see section 2), the
 

rotation rate probably depends on both latitude and depth.
 

The basic mass of Jupiter, which is in the liquid state,
 

evidently has a period of rotation which corfesponds to system
 

III. The magnetosphere and radiation belts rotate with the
 

same period.
 

The linear velocity of rotation at the equator is presented
 

in Table 3. It exceeds. the escape velocity on the Earth. The /7
 

centrifugal acceleration is about 10% of the gravitational.
 

The inclination of the equator to the orbital plane is--_ 07'.
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Because of the small inclination, there are no change of season
 

phenomena on Jupiter.
 

2. Atmosphere
 

2.1. Chemical Composition
 

Spectroscopic observations of Jupiter long ago permitted the
 

detection of hydrogen [11], methane and ammonia [12] in the
 

atmosphere of the planet. Summaries of observational determi

nation of these gases can be found in books [13,14]. Helium-

!5s], acetylene [16], ethane [16], water vapor [17] and
 

phosphine [18] have been added to them in recent years. Abso

lute determinations of the abundance of various gases in the
 

atmosphere of Jupiter encounter considerable difficulty, because
 

of the fact that the absorption lines form in a cloud medium
 

with poorly known properties. In a number of cases, even
 
relative determinations prove to be difficult. Helium in the
 

lower atmosphere cannot beddetermined at all by direct spectro

scopy, because of the absence of absorption lines. Its abundance
 

can be estimated, only from the effect of other gases on the lines
 

and from the luminoscity in the high layers of the atmosphere.
 

Nevertheless, analysis of observational data, including
 

theoretical calculations of the internal structure, permit
 

the highly likely hypothesis to be offered, that the elementary
 

composition of the atmosphere and interior of"Jupiter corresponds
 

to the average cosmic abundances [13314,19]. Consequently, the
 

basic chemical components are hydrogen and helium.
 

In distinction from the terrestrial group of planets, the
 

basic mass of matter of Jupiter evidently is not in the solid,
 

but in the liquid state [20,21]. It is highly likely that such
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/8 elements as oxygen, carbon and nitrogen are uniformily mixed with 


hydrogen and helium, due to convection in the gas and liquid
 

shells. All these considerations give a basis for adopting the
 

following model of the chemical composition of the atmosphere
 

for subsequent calculations. The basic components are molecular
 

hydrogen and helium, in a ratio which corresponds to the average
 

cosmic abundances (90% hydrogen atoms and 10% helium atoms,
 

according to [22]). Oxygen, carbon and nitrogen are bound
 

primarily in H20, CH4 and NH 3 molecules, and their content is
 

proportional to the average cosmic abundance of 0, C and H.
 

A model of the chemical composition of the atmosphere of Jupiter
 

constructed in this manner' is presented in'Table 4. It is in
 

satisfactory agreement with known spectroscopic estimates. The
 

measured C2H6:CH 4 and C2H 2 :CH 4 ratios were used directly for
 

ethane and acetylene. For H20 and NH3, the composition model
 

is suitable, only below the corresponding condensation levels,
 

the location of which depends on the vertical structure and
 

which is noted in Fig. 1. Observation and theory do not
 

completely exclude an increased (compared with the average
 

cosmic distribution), helium content in the atmosphere of
 

Jupiter. The maximum permissible He:H2 bulk ratios evidently
 

do not exceed 1. This ratio was adopted in section 2.2, for
 

calculation of one alternate version of the vertical structure
 

model (model II).
 

2.2. "Vertical Structure of 'Atmosphere
 

In distinction from the terrestrial group of planets, the
 

main bulk of the matter of Jupiter does not differ in chemical
 

composition from the atmosphere. The lower boundary of the
 

atmosphere is determined by the phase transition of hydrogen to
 

a degenerate (metallic) state, which evidently is liquid. This
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transition occurs at a depth of about 15000 km [20,21,23]. The
 

internal heat flux (comparable in magnitude to the flux obtained
 

from the sun on the surface of the planet) produces high temper-


atures in the interior of Jupiter, and the mixture is in a super

critical state throughout, above the hydrogen-helium interface.
 

Observational data on the vertical structure of the atmosphere
 

of Jupiter can be divided into several groups:
 

1. Determination of the rotational temperature and pres

sure from the width of the CH4 and NH3 spectral lines. They
 

give values in the range of 150-250 K and 0.5-2 atm (see,
 

for example, [12,13,24]). This level corresponds to the visible
 

surface of the clouds.
 

2. Spectrophotometry of the thermal emission in the infra

red range (A>5 Pm). It shows that the temperature is close
 

to 1800 at the 1 atm level, increases downward and decreases
 

upward; at-the 0.1-0.2 atm level, there is a minimum (115-120')
 

and, then, the temperature increases with increase in altitude
 

[25-28]. At wavelengths around 5 pm, where the atmosphere of
 

Jupiter is relatively transparent, brightness temperatures up
 

to 300 K are observed in isolated places, which indicates an
 

increase of temperature at great depths [29]. The wavelength
 

averaged thermal emission rate of the planet is characterized
 

by an effective temperature of around 130 K.
 

3. Thermal radio emission spectrum. Analysis of the
 

spectrum in the 1.25 cm NH3 line region gives T=130 K at the
 

0.5 atm level [30]. The thermal component of the brightness
 

temperature in the 3-10 cm range evidently increases to several
 

hundred degrees. This indicates an increase in temperature at
 

greater depths (see Section 3.3).
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4. Photometric observations of star occultation by Jupiter
 

[31-353. They show that, at the P=10- 6 atm level, the temper

ature is in the range from 140 to 220 K. There probably is an
 

increase in temperature with decrease in altitude below this
 

level.
 

5. Pioneer-10 and 11 radio occultation ,observations. These /10
 

measurements gave a tempeature of several hundred degrees at the
 

1 atm level, which sharply contradicts the group 1-3 data. The
 

atmospheric profile at the 0.1 atm level basically is not con

sistent with the infrared spectrum. All this group of results
 

are in great doubt. Part of the disagreements may be removed,
 

by means of allowance for compression [363, which was not done
 

in the initial processing program. It is not excluded that
 

horizontal inhomogeneities in the atmosphere of Jupiter greatly
 

reduce the reliability of the method. Below, we will be forced
 

to disregard the radio occultation results in part of the
 

structure of the lower atmosphere. However, radio occultation
 

has provided qualitatively new information on the ionosphere
 

and upper atmosphere of the planet [38,39]. Above the 10- 6 atm
 

level, the temperature increases with increase in altitude,
 

and it probably reaches an asymptote with a value on the order
 

of 700-800 K. This is significantly higher than in previously
 

proposed models [40,41]. The principal electron concentration
 

maximum (ne%105cm9 3) occurs at an altitude of about 1000 km.
 

There are several secondary maxima. At an altitude of 3000 km,
 

the electron concentration decreases by an order of magnitud6.
 

There are theoretical calculations of the vertical profile
 

of the atmosphere of Jupiter, in the range from several atmos

pheres to ul mb, which take account of the absorption of infra

red radiation in the H2 and NH3 bands, solar radiation in the
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CH4 bands and, also, convection in the lower layers [26,27,37].
 

They give better agreement with the observational data of groups
 

1-3. It seems likely that, below the 1 atm level, there is
 

an adiabatic gradient at all depths. However, detailed cal

culations, which take account of the change in opacity with depth,
 

apparently have not been carried out.
 

The basic parameters of three models of the vertical'struc

ture.of the atmosphere we have proposed are given in Table 5.
 

They take into account the data listed above and their scatter. 


T(P) curves for these models are presented in Fig. 1. Model I
 

(average or basic) gives the most likely variation of the
 

parameters with altitude. Model II (temperature minimum) gives
 

an upper limit of density in the lower atmosphere and a lower
 

limit in the high layers. Model III (temperature maximum) gives
 

a-lower limit of density in the lower atmosphere and an upper
 

boundary in the high layers. The average molecular weight in
 

models I and III V=2 .28 and v=3.00 in model II. Below the P=I
 

atm level, a dry adiabatic gradient was used in models I and III.
 

A gradient equal to half the dry adiabatic with the corresponding
 

composition was used in model II.
 

The H20 and NH3 condensation levels are noted in Fig. 1.
 

Ammonia and water clouds are located above these levels. Never

theless, the adopted atmospheric composition permits the effect
 

of the heat of condensation on temperature to be disregarded in
 

the first approximation, since the concentration of the condensing
 

components is rather small.
 

Vertical profiles of the atmosphere are presented in Tables
 

6-8 and Figs. 2 and 3, for the three models listed (temperature,
 

'pressure and density vs. altitude). P vs altitude was calculated
 

fromgiven P(T) profiles, by means of the barometric formula
 

/1 
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where Pi and P2 are the pressures at the boundaries of some
 

layer of the atmosphere with altitudes Z1 and Z2.
 

In= T(E9I (6) 

R is the gas constant.
 

In the intervals where T(P)=const (isothermal sections),
 

formula (4) is reduced to the form
 

(7)
 

in the intervals where T(Z) changes with altitude, the nonlinear /12
 

approximation
 

LT =T 0 (1+at 4 (8) 

is used, where
 
a= 

it is the temperature gradient, and formula (4) is reduced to
 

the form
 

P= (9) 

where the polytropic exponent
 

(10)
 

In this case, if the atmosphere is in an adiabatic state, 

jr C9. (II_ 
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The heat capacity values were taken from handbook [42]. The
 

dependence of the H2 heat capacity on temperature was taken
 

into consideration.
 

It was assumed that the turbopause was located at an altitude,
 
3
where the numerical concentration n#3.1013 cm (P=10r6 atm).
 

6 2 -
This corresponds to a turbulent mixing coefficient DT=10 cm sec
 

(according to [32], DT=5.105cm2 .sec-'). In a layer approximately
 

100 km thick above the turbopause, the helium content becomes
 

negligibly small with increase in altitude, and the average
 

molecular weight above p=2. The degree of .dissociation of
 

molecular hydrogen is assumed to be negligibly small at all
 

altitudes.
 

2.3. Clouds and Winds
 

The highest directly observable story of clouds in the
 

atmosphere of Jupiter evidently forms, due to the condensation
 

of NH3 (above the 0.6 atm level in-model I). A story of H20 /13
 

clouds should be located below (ab6ve the 4 atm level in model
 

I). It is proposed [43] that there may also be clouds of a water
 
solution of NH3 and solid NH4SH particles in the atmosphere of
 

Jupiter. A diagram of the altitude distribution of clouds of
 

various natures, calculated for chemical composition models which
 

differ little from that used in the present work, is presented
 

in Fig. 4.
 

To explain the red color of the upper story of clouds, it
 

must be assumed that, besides NH3 crystals (transparent in the
 

visible region of the spectrum), there is some coloring impurity
 

in them. A large number of hypotheses has been proposed, to
 

explain the cloud color (see [14]), but it is not possible to
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assign a serious preference to a single one. One recent
 

hypothesis explains the cloud color by a phosphorus particle
 

impurity [441.
 

Darkreddishbands (sometimes called belts) cross the disc
 

of Jupiter. The light intervals between the bands are called
 
zones. The bands and zones extend along the parallels, which
 
is expined by the predominantly zonagwind direction in the
 

atmosphere.
 

The general pattern of the distribution of the bandst.and
 

zones, their type and contrast and fine structure change over
 
time. The primary details and their nomenclature are shown
 
in Fig. 5. The light equatorial zone (E.Z.) extends along the
 

equator. A fine narrow dark band sometimes is noticeable n the
 

middle of it. Dark bands are located on both;sides of the
 

Equatorial Zone: South (S.E.B.) and North (N.E.B.) Equatorial.
 

The South Equatorial Band consists of two components, as a rule.
 
The other bands also frequently are broken down into two
 

components. The North Tropical Zone (N.Trop.Z.) is located
 

north of the N.E.B., th r h Temperate Band (N.T.B.)beyond it and
 

stnt-further north, the NoN.T.B NrNtN.T.B., etc. baddsa
 

.sometimes are distinguished. The intervals between them are
 

called the No.N.T.Z., N.N.N.T.Z, etc. The contrast of the bands /14
 

and zones decreases with increase in latitude and, near 450, th
 

polar region begins, which has-a more or les uniform color.
 

The bands and zones in the Southern Hemisphere form a similar
 

structure; however, there are-,some characteristic features here.
 

A dark oval object, the Great Red,'Spot, is located in the
 

South Tropical Zone, andt the southern edge of the S.E.B. bends
 

around it, forming a "gulf." The red spot sometimes fades to
 

total tn~ibilit_ but the gulf always remains noticeable.
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The dimensions of the Great Red Spot are approximately 40000 x
 

15000 km.
 

The structure described is typical, but it is subject to
 

changes in individual periods. There are "activity cycles,"
 

which are characterized by periodic changes in contrast, frequency
 

of appearance of fast moving clouds and changes in location of
 

the belts and zones.
 

The numerous atmospheric currents, which occupy more or
 

less definite latitude intervals, are traced from the cloud
 

movement. Velocity discontinuities at the edges of these
 

currents reach 100 m/sec. The bands usually are located on the
 

boundaries between the currents. An intense convection maximum
 

evidently occurs here, and the upward transport of the c51oring
 

particles (phosphorous, for example,) occurs here more intens ly3
 

a dark band forms as a result. The Great Red Spot probably is
 

a gigantic cyclone [453.
 

2.4 Electric Fields
 

Experimental data are lacking on the electric fields In
 

the atmosphere of Jupiter. By analogy with the atmosphere of
 

the Earth, the presence of separate sections, with intensities 


up to 3"104 W/m, several kilometers in size for several hours,
 

must be assumed in the troposphere (below the 0.2 atm level)
 

[461. The field intensity on a scale on the order of a few
 

centimeters, for a few secbnds-before the occurence of lightning,
 

can reach 106 W/m.
 

There is a hypothesis, according to which the formation of
 

acetylene and ethane in the atmosphere of Jupiter is connected
 

/15 
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with electrical discharges in the atmosphere [47]. In thisk-case,
 

the frequency of lightning reaches a
 

2
~ 5 ~ ~H6(13) 

four orders of magnitude greater than on the earth.
 

3. Electromagnetic Radiation
 

3.1. Direct and Reflected Solar Radiation
 

The solar constant at the average distances of Jupiter from
 

the sun (5.2 AU) is
 

Q-=.51.0 W/m 2. (14)
 

Data on the monochromatic illumination EX produced by the sun
 

at the same distance, the geometric albedo of Jupiter pX as a
 

function of wavelength, and the average brightness of Jupiter
 

B at different wavelengths are presented in Table 9 [16,17].
 

The sharp fluctuations of a function in the A>l pm region are
 

caused by powerful CH4,NH3 and H2 absorption bands. The average
 

brightness was found from the formula.
 

E (15-) 

The reflJetivity of the cloud layer of Jupiter obeys Lambert's
 

law, in the first approximation. Typical contrast values of the
 

dark and light formations in the cloud layer of Jupiter are
 

presented in Table 10 [48].
 

3.2. Thermal Infrared Radiation
 

The effective infraied radiation temperature of Jupiter [13,14, /16
 

49] is
 

T 28+ 5 K (16)
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It corresponds to the integral brightness of the thermal
 

radiation of the planet
 

-
B = (4.8 ± 0.8) -i0-4 W-cm-2 •ter . (17)
 

In the first approximation, Te and B can be considered independent
 

of latitude, longitude and time of day.
 

In a narrow wavelength section around 5 }m, the brightness
 

temperature TB reaches 200 and even 300 K 'in individual areas
 

of the planet, the horizontal dimensions of which can exceed
 

10000 km [29].
 

3.3..'Radio Emission
 

Radio emission of three types is observed: a. thermal; b.
 

synchrotron; c. sporadic.
 

The thermal radio emission forms in the troposphere, and its
 
intensity depends on its temperature and opacity. The brightness
 

temperature of the troposphere is about 150 K in the 0.8-3 cm
 
range, and it probably increases to 600 K at 10 cm. Beginning
 

at 3 cm and at longer wavelengths, the synchrotron radiation
 
intensity of the radiation belts becomes greater than the
 
thermal radiation. The synchrotron radiation is the bremsstrahlung
 
of high energy electrons captured in the magnetic field. The
 
synchrotron radiation flux on the Earth can be considered in
dependent of wavelength in the first approximation and equal to
 

-
Fv = -.10 26 W'm-2 *Hz- . (18)
 

The brightness temperature
 

TB 5"_103W2j
 

where A is the wavelength in meters. The synchrotron radiation /17 
intensity is almost constant over time. The radiation belts are 
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the source of the synchrotron radiation (Section 4.2). In
 

calculation of TB, it was assumed that the source is a 6 Re
 

diameter, 2 Re thick disc.
 

At wavelengths of over 7.5 m, sporadic radio emission is
 

predominant. It is a sequence of noise storms, which last from
 

several minutes to several hours. They consist of short bursts,
 

the duration of which varies from milliseconds to minutes,
 

spectralwidth 0.5TmHz and total energy of up to 4.10 W-sec.
 

The radiation is directional. The frequency of noise storms is
 

on the order of one day (in observations from the Earth). The
 

decameter emission evidently is generated, as a result of plasma
 

oscillations in the ionosphere and plasma captured by the inner
 

part of the radiation belts. The probability of the occurence
 

of noise storms is different at different longitudes (minimum at
 

0-90 longitudes in longitude system III). There is a strong
 

correlation of noise storm frequency with the orbital position
 

of the Jupiter satellite Io.
 

4. Magnetosphere
 

Observations of the radio emission of Jupiter in the decimeter
 

range more than 10 yearsago showed that Jupiter has a strong
 

magnetic field, in which high energy particles are'trapped. The
 

trapped high energy particles form radiation belts similar to
 

those of the Earth, but much more power-ful, both in geometrical
 

dimensions, and in particle concentrations. Direct measurements
 

of the magnetic figld and charged particle fluxes in the vicinity
 

of the planet were conducted by the Pioneer-10 and Pioneer-il
 

spacecraft. They basically confirmed radioastronomy results and /18
 

significantly refined them in detail. However, it should be noted
 

that a single model of the magnetosphere of Jupiter, which takes
 

critical account of both the radioastronomy and all available
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direct measurements, has not yet- been developed. Even on
 

suchoa more or less narrow question as the results of direct
 

magnetic fi@id measurements, there &esignificant conflicts
 

between different groups of investigators.
 

4.1. Magnetic Field
 

In the first approximation, the magnetic field of Jupite
 

(onthe basis of analysis of both Pioneer-10 and Pioneer-il data),
 

can be represented as a simple dipole field, with moment 1.3.1030
 

G-cm 3, inclined to 10.5±0.60 at longitude 233±80 (system III)
 

I 

°
 and shifted by 0.16±0.09 Re Eowaatds--te-p6ht with latitude 9±8
 

and longitude 169±16'. The magnetic moment of Jupiter is 4
 

orders of magnitude greater than the magnetic moment of the
 

Earth. The field intensity at the magnetic equator (at the
 

P=l atm&.level) is
 

H =4 G. (19)
 

The quadrupble and octupole moments are 20 and 15%, respectively
 

(which is somewhat greater than on the Earth). This model can
 

be used out to a distance of approximately 10 Re. For greater
 

distances, the field of the magnetospheric currents and
 

magnetopause currents must be taken into account and, for a
 

more accurate calculation-6f,.the field at the surface of the 
__..
 

planet and within 1-2 radii above it, the quadrupole and octupole
 

terms, as well. A quantitative model of the magnetic field of
 

uuiter
bhas been published, fhich contains 23 terms of expansion
 

by spherical harmonics [50], which describe the measurements
 

well, within 20 Re.
 

At greater distances, the magnetic field of the electric c /19
 

currents in the magnetosphere and magnetopause, which are variable
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and still inadequately determined, play a definite part. The
 

qualitative pattern is that these currents cause a considerable
 

increase in field intensity, so that the dimensions (radius) of
 

the magnetosphere approximately double' due to these currents,
 

to %100 Re, and the configuration of tie currents, in the first
 

approximation, corresponds to a thin ring around the axis of
 

rotation of the planet, distorted by the "bumpiness" of the
 

inclined magnetic dipole.
 

The magnetopause is a more or less spherical surface, with
 

a radius- on the order of 100 Re, which easily changes this
 

dimension, as a result of variations in the-solar wind pressure.
 

Fluctuations of ;tens of Jupiter radii are typical, and com

pression of the magnetopause to %50 R6, i.e., by half, has been
 

observed.
 

4.2. Magnetospheric Plasma
 

The proton component of the plasma in the 100 eV-4.8 keV
 

energy range, has been recorded aboard Pioneer-10 in the magneto

sphere of Jupiter, by means of electrostatic analyzers [51].
 

It turned out that four characteristic regions can be
 

distinguished from the plasma data: "plasmasphere," inside
 

the orbit of the Jovian satellite 16, at a distance of %6 Re;
 

"ring current," in the 8-15 R6 region, which is in the form
 
of a plasma filled torus, which then is flattened to a thickness
 

of 2 Re in the equatorial plane'and forms the "plasma layer"

between the plasmasphere and the ring current, there is a
 

gap with radial dimensions rul-2 Re, the proton "sporadi& flux"
 

zone. These four regions are characterized by the plasma
 

parameters presented in Table 11. It should be noted that all
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plasma measurements in the magnetosphere were carried out,
 

against a background of strong hard radiation effects (gee
 

following section), they give rite to doubt, and they require
 

furtier verification. 


4.3. Energetic Particles in the Magnetosphere of Jupiter
 

From the point of view of the energetic partile distribution
 

in it, the magnetosphere of Jupiter can be divided into three
 

regions.
 

At 50-100 Re,,there is an energetic particle quasi-capture
 

or diffusion region, or outer magnetosphere. Here, electron
 

and proton fluxes of 102l104 cm-2 .sec -' are recorded, with
 

energies Ee%0.4-1 MeV, Ee> 6 MeV and Epul.2-2.15 MeV. Periodic
 

variations of flux intensities are observed, with a period of
 

10 hours. The energy spectra have the form E-Y, where y=l.2

2 for electrons and T=4 for protons [521.
 

At 25-50 Re, the nature of the particle distribution changes.
 

Here, the particles evidently begin to be entrained by the rapid
 

rotation of the planet. The shape of the energy spectrum changes
 

from power to exponential [531. According to the data of [54],
 

however, the proton spectrum has the form E-Y , with y=1.9 in
 

this region. The fluxes of protons with energies of 0.5-2.1 MeV
 

and 1.2-2.1 MeV are rb10l-i04 cm- 2 -sec-' in this region and,
 

of electrons with energies 0.1-2 MeV, 104 cm- 2 .sec-'. Finally,
 

there is an inner region in the magnetosphere, <20 Re in size,
 

in which stable particle capture by the magnetic field 'is
 

observed, the 10 hour periodic variations in particle intensity
 

are lacking, and the particle fluxes are 2-3 orders of magnitude
 

greater than in other regions of the magnetosphere.
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According to [54]. the spectrum in the 13-25 Re region has
 
-
the form E , in which y=2.6. The flux intensity does not 

depend on magnetic tatitude 3 andhUe_Hgular distribution is 

basically isotropic. 

The characteristics of the energ6tic particles and their
 

distribution in the inner region of the magnetosphere, at <20 Re /21
 

and in the core, at <6-8 Re, are presented in Table 12 [52-57].
 

The flux distribution of electrons with energies of over 21 MeV,
 

according to [55], are presented in Fig. 6.
 

It should be noted that th6 hard radiationU intensity in~thei
 

magnetosphere of Jupiter is 1.5-2 orders of magnitude greater
 

than the fluxes of electrons and protons of the corresponding
 

energies in the magnetosphere of the Earth, and that the extent
 

of the radiation belts greatly exceeds the extent of the ter

restrial radiation belts. The radiation level inside the
 

magnetosphere of Jupiter is very high, especially in-the
 

region of the magnetic equator. Pioneer-1O received a radiation
 

dose of about 500000 rad (1000 times -more than the lethal human
 

dose).
 

5. Meteorite Situation
 

Measurements of the meteorite concentrations near Jupiter
 

and in the interplanetary space between the Earth and Jupiter
 

were carried out by Pioneer-10 and 11 [58-61]. Models of the
 

meteorite situation, constructed on the basis of analysis of
 

these data, are presented in Table 13.
 

A region of increased meteorite concentration-should be
 

expected near Jupiter [62], the existence of which was confirmed
 

for small particles (%10 - 5 cm), by direct measurements with the
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use of micrometeorite sensors [58-61]. The zone of increased
 

concentration evidently is a disc shaped region about 2_107 km
 

in diameter and from 2 to 5-106 km thick (the planet in the
 

center of the disc). Models of the meteorite situation beyond
 

this region and inside it (zones A and B, respectively), are
 

given separately in Table 13.
 

In the central portion of zone B, Pioneer-10 noted a two
 

orders of magnitude increase in the impact rate (for 10- 4-10-3 cm /32
 
- 9
and %10 g particles). This increase evidently is explained
 

by a simultaneous increase in concentration and average encounter
 

velocity. For zone B, the Table 13 data can be considered as
 

only the very first, to the highest degree estimated approximation.
 

They are of the least certain nature for large bodies (10- 2 cm
 

or more). Here, the spectrum has the same dimensions as in zone
 

A, although experimental data are lacking.
 

The primary _direction of movement in zone A is straight line
 

(probably, atleast 90% of the meteorites move in a straight line).
 

In zone B, the fraction of meteorites in retrograde motion ap

parently is greater than in zone A.
 

6. Satellites
 

At the time the models were compiled, orbital data of 12
 

Jovian satellites were known. A report on the discovery of a
 

thirteenth satellite has been received. A summary of the Jovian
 

satellite orbits and dimensions is given in Table 14.
 

Four satellites, To, Europ,, Ganymede jand Cailisto, are
 

close to the moon in size, and one of them (Io) undoubtedly
 

has an atmosphere, and there is a great probability that Ganymede
 

has one.
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The values presented in Table 15 should be taken as the
 

average orbital elements of the Jovian satellites at time T
 

rebkoned in days from 0.5 UT January, epoch 1950. They were
 

taken from work [64]. The following designations were adopted
 

in the Table:
 

i. angle of inclination of satellite orbit to orbital
 

plane of Jupiter, epoch 1950.0;
 

6. argument of the pericenter;
 

2. Longitudf:.of the ascending node of the satellite orbit 

in the orbital plane of Jupiter, reckoned from the equatorial 

equinox of the earth to the ascending node of the orbit of Jupiter 

at the equator of the Earth and, then, in the orbital plane of 

Jupiter (the orbital plane of Jupiter, equator of the Earth and 

equinox of the Earth correspond to the 1950.0 epoch); X is the 

mean longitudine of the satellite, equal to X = 2 + w + v, where 

v is the true anomaly. Besides the orbital elements, the value 

of gravitational parameter p is given in Table 15. 

Data on the physical characteristics of the four largest
 

Jovian satellites are presented in Table 16.
 

/2 
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TABLE 1. DIMENSIONS, MASS AND DENSITY
 
OF JUPITER
 

Y
Paiyc 3KBaTopxaaa1 ]2, , a 71U455 + 30 
bPagzyc foZ~pH RpM 66832 -+. 30 

OsaTme E C 0.0647 + 0.0001 

OTeomene -maccu Coaia x d 
USOce USH6Tu 1042.355 ± 025 

Macca0 xr e 
3 £
CpeAHm naOTHOCT T, r.c 

Key: a. Equatorial radius Re, km
 
b. Polar radius Rp, km
 
c. Flattening c
 
d. Ratio of solar mass to mass of planet
 
e. Mass, kg
 
f. Average density, g-cm -3
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TABLE 2. DISTANCE TO CENTER OF PLANET AND ACCELERATION
 
OF GRAVITY AT P=l ATM EQUIPOTENTIAL LEVEL VS. LATITUDE*
 

b PaccToamwe AO c YclopeHme CxMna
 

jewpa nAaHeTw TsmecTm /A
 

RM " /CeK2
 

o 71455 22.60 

10 71319 22.73 

70912 23.13 

30 70297 23.75 

40 69547 24.55 

50 68740 25.45 

60 67989 26.36 

70 67375 27,20 

80 I 66975 27.90 

90 66832 28.38 

*Adopted nominal equatorial radius Re=71455 km.
 
**With rotation taken into account
 

Key: a. Longitude
 
b. Distance to center of planet 

- 2
 
c. Acceleration of gravity, m-sec
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TABLE 3. PERIOD OF ROTATION
 

enIMP aaCHcTeMa b 1 

'0TCt~eTa O6saCnULAeMeHI4a lepioA sp igeuw$1 H& a 
Trori' xM/oelt d
 

AOJIV'0T
 

9 50 30 .003 12a38OnTjwe7-cx4 AalaS 

BL4gM8a- flOB~eOCTh
o6axon w ' 12° 

> 120 9 55 40632 12,2711 o 

12028
111 PaAVIoAaanaaoH, 9 5529 .37 

Key: a. Longitude system
 
b. Applicable region
 
c. Period
 
d. Linear velocity of rotation at equator, km-sec-'
 

e. Optical range, visible surface of clouds,
 
f. Same,
 
g. Radio range, magnetosphere
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TABLE 4. MODEL OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERE
 
(GASES POSITIVELY DETECTED SPECTROSCOPICALLY)
 

b06be~oe coAepxa~me, % 

CBoopoA H2 86/ 

dFewjj He 14A 

eMeTa CH4 0.04 

f AieewXe-eH 
g3aH C 

C212 2.106 

io - 4 

hP Ma, /113 0.06 

IBoAsoV nap H20 012 

ZJ0oC0FMH PI3 'An 

*In one model of atmosphere (I1, see Tables 5 and 8), 50% H2
 
and 50% He are assumed.
 

**There is qualitative identity [21] and no quantitative estimates
 
to time of compilation of model.
 

Key: a. Gas
 
b. Volumetric content, %
 
c. Hydrogen
 
d. Helium
 
e. Methane
 
f. Acetylene
 
g. Ethane
 
h. Ammonia
 
i. Water vapor
 
j. Phosphine
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TABLE 5, -MODELS OF ATMOSPHER-QR JUIPER: BASIC PARAMETERS
 

b COMBa nO CPSARnZ4 d K 0pePMvYiaox'p0w

-4 0~ ~ ±0TIM 

600 . 2
 
1ICPCAR 86% H2214% H6 228 180 120 160 

Haa noeT
 
k2a50 400 16
noaO0XOXI 


436
 
rpponoo(cepe) 50% H2050% H 3,00 150 110 


'Haa no T
 

TponoCepe)86% H2 14% HI 2.28 220 125 260 800 22 
Key: a. Model e. At P=1 atm level 1. Average
 

b. Composition by volume f. Minimum at stratopause 11. Minimum T(axieh-u

c. Average molecular weight, g. Mesosphere p in troposphere)
 
Maximum T (minimum
d. Temperature, AK h. Thermosphere pii. 


i. Average temperature p in troposphere)
 
gradient in troposphere,
 



TABLE 6. MODEL 1:
 

HEMTCL'COMPaITIPNY_ 86% 2 , 14% ,l = 2128Re=714SO5
 

R~ker' 

70755 70O 

70805 .650 

70855 =600 

70905 -550 

70955 -500 

71005 -450 

71055 =400 

71105 -350 

71155 -300 

71205 250 

71255 =200 

71275 -180 

71295 =160 

71315 -140 

71335 -120 

71355 -100 

71365 .90 

71375 -80 

71385 -70 

71395 -60 

71405 =90 

71415 -40 

714-5 -30 

71435 =20 

' 71 -4 5 =10 

32 

{ 
T9 K 

1672,4 


156990 


1465v7 


136224 


1259DO 


1155,6 


1052,3 


%9,O 


845S,6 


736.8 


627,9 


58494 


54098 


49793 


453o7 


4.102 


38792 


364,2 


34191 


318,1 


295,1 


27291 


249 


226 


203 


6 3qam 

1075 17962 

869,4 15918 

69497 12D99 

545,0 1O,96 

41999 9914 

31696 7,51 

23293 6E05 

1 6 4 09 4976 

112v6 3965 

72v95 2971 

44,15 ,93 

35926 1965 

27460 1.ao 

21923 1917 

15992 9,62°10 1 

11,59 •7974 

9,770 6,91 

8147 6913 

6,697 5938 

5,445 4969 

4,355 4904 

3r426 3945 

29629 2989 

tf969 2939 

.1432 1993 



-
TABLE 6 (continued) OF A .A ..-

7'455 0 180 19000 1952 

71465 10 16399 60717-1cr 1 1,12 
71475 20 147,8 4,327 8,02o10 2
 

71485 30 131,7 20651 5,52 
-M495 40 11927 1,538 3,52 

71505 50 128,3 8,861o10o 2 1,89 
71515 60 137,0 5,252 I405 

71525 70 145,6 3,241 6,1o-O3 

'7153.5 80 -15493 29042 3g63 
71545 90 160 1,348 2,31 

71555 100 160 5,723-1073i 9980-10iH 

71575 120 160 2,430 416 

71595 140 160 1,031 176 

71615 -160 160 4,381o f 4 7,50o10 5 

71635 180 I 160 1,861 39,19 

71655 j 200 160 j 6900107-5 135 

71705 i 1525060 9,281910-6 1,59*1076 

71755 1 300 160 19090 1986o107 

[Translator's note : commas in tabulated figures are equivalent
 
to decimal points.]
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-TABLE 6 (continued) 'r'-'-str 'm -- ,,u-

Tv K P(H2,a (e2) P(Heaa VpHHe)l P(H2+He 

71755 300 160 9 374-10"7 1,40810-7  19526010-7 4,58510 8 1900 6 1987010'7 

71774 319 160 49592 ,690oI@-8 3661I10 8 1,10 4 95810 7 800°0-8 

71800 345 18091 1,824 2,43 5,772010 9 1 °54dI0" 9 19882 2958 

71855 400 261,6 4,089o10-8 3976010 9 297960010 591461011 4117i0' 3v81010-9 

71905 450 33596 1,4488 1906 3,7011011 5,300 "12  19492 1,06 

71955 500 40997 6,618"10 -9  3,88010-10 7,324010-12 8,59010- 13 6,6251 0-9 3v89 010-10 

'72005 550 48398 3,367 1967 19897 1088 3,369 I67 

72055 600 557,7 1890 8 o14010-11 59975010-13 51510 - 1 4 1,891 801400 11 

72057 602 56097 1,852 7993 5P736 4v92 1,853 7,93 

72123 668 600 99348010-10 3o?4 19461 1917 9o349°I000 3v74 

!72155 700 600 69784 2972 0 

72255 800 600
6oo 

2,492
9 I o~-11  

9.981012
6 

Z 

72355 900 600 9915201011 3,67 

72455 1000 600 39361 1935 

72555 1100 600 19234 4994010713 

72655 1200 600 49534-10712  I982 

- - -



TABLE 7. MODEL 111:
 
CHEMICAL COMPOSfIION: 8 6% H23 14% He - 2,23,g =25m/Cex2
 

ReP, 

70655 


70705 


70755 


70805 


?0355 

t0905 


70955 


71005 


71055 


~ 9!U4 

-C,00 

-750 


-700 

-650 


-550 


-500 


-450 


-400 

1 	 71105 1=350 
71155 1=300 

71205 =250 


71255 -200 


71275 -180 


71295 -160 

Ii 
 71315 =140 


71335 

?1355 


71365 


1 	?13?5 

71385 

71395 

745 


=120 

-100 


=90 


=80 

-70 


-50-


T,~ 


91y 

I 181598 

1712,# 

160900 


l600
1505? 

14-2 4 


129990 


119596 


10923 


98990 


88596 


77698 


66729 


624,4 


58098 

5 	7,3 

493,7 
45092 


427,2 


404,1 


38121 

1 358 1 


335,0 


Pgatn 


9,13r5 


764,7 


630,5 


51396 


41196 

324,9
 

251,9 


191,6 

14293 


102,5 


71,08 


47,06 


29,25 


23,64 


18,83 

1174 


11531 

8,448 


79228 


6,128 


5,139 


4,274 


3°503 


4k/m3
 

-13-04
 

11,54
 

10209
 

8.75
 

7s,9
 

5g31
 

4,39 

3257
 

2,84 

2,20 

1966
 

1920
 

1904
 

1
8.8810

7,52
 

6928
 
5914
 

4964
 

4915
 

3,70 

3,2 

2986
 

71415 4312,1l 	 2,833 2949
 

71421:11: ---- -- -	 P
28991 2,2.54 	 2914
 



TABLE 7. (.cohtinue-t-)Y 

R a T, K PoaIm 

71435 -20 26690 1-759 12,81 

71445 -10 24390 I,343 ilt51 
71455 0 220 1,000 1924 

71465 10 200,2 72213o10 =1 927o10- 2 

71475 20 180,4 52028 7,64 

71485 30 16096 3,365 5,74 
71495 40 140,8 2,132 4,15 

71505 50 125 19274 2,79 

71515 60 130 7, 450,072 1,57 
71525 70 145,2 4,528 8,55-10-3 
71535 80 156o1 29878 5,05 
71545 9O 167,1 1,883 309 
71555 100 178,0 1,268 1,95 
71575 120 19690 6,0910- 3 8952wj1O

71595 140 210 39114 4206 

71615 160 224 19649 2902 

71635 180 235 9o082°10-4 1"06

71655 200 246 5,118 5,70'10-5 

71205 250 - 260 1,316 "1,39 

71755 300 260 3v526010-5 3,?2010=6 

71805 350 240 9,070o10- 1,03 

71855 400 220 2029- 2o527-1Q-7 
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TABLE 7. (continued). tr -

Izflel T. K P(%Xsn -p P(Roarn porexj M3 ( 2 H.~ ( e 
71855 400 220,0 1,745-10  6 1090710 7 2v841o0- 7 6,208-10O 8̂ 29029o10 - 5 2953.10 7 

71902 447 220 4,833a10- 7 5028o10 8 2,I79-1o- 8 4?76oi0-9 5.051o10- 7 5,75108 

71938 483 254,8 1,945 1,83 3,527'10 "9 6965010 io980 logo 

71955 500 27894 1,324 104 1.619 2080 10340 .142 

72005 550 347o9 5o.04710 8 3949010 9 2,3531O -10 3o25o10 1 1  5070dI0C8 3t52i0=9 

72055 

72155 

600 

700 

417o4 

556,4 

2,294 

6,618-10 - 9 

1,32 

2p8610-10 

k,861ol0 -11 

40420 12  
560olO.12  

394910- 13 
20299 
6,62261079 

1932 
2o86lo 10 

72255 80O 695v4 29523 6,?2oI01 59872010 " 13 4o0601O4I 29524 8972o10 1 1 

7?287 832 739,9 1.930 6926 3,438 2o23 I930 6026 

72355 900 785,8 1,130 3945 

72376 921 800,0 99632o10109 2o89 

72*55 1000 800 5,321 1,60 

72555 1100 800 2,511 7,54 10 12 s'e 

72655 1200 800 1,185 3956 

72755 1300 800 5 o5 90 l0 1 1 168 

72855 1400 800' 29637 7,92"10-13 

72955 1500 800 1,245 3974 
73055 1600 800 5072-1Ol 2 1 76 

73155 1700' 800' 2,771 8:32°OI1 - 4 



TABLE 8. MODEL 11; -

CHEMICAT,; CCeMP-OS=~ON: 50% H2, 50Ya H'e; M =25m/ceic2=304, 


e z K- P. a m p ~~ 3 

71-1 5 -210 5209,7 1310 89.48 

t235 -220 4-9890 92390 66984 

7-1255 -200 466 v,4 63492 LLO t 0 . 

1 1275 -180 43498 424s4 35920 

7'129,5 -160 403 91 275a2 24r,62 

71315 j-140 37195 17320 6 7 

7-1335 .120 33998 10412 11;06 

71355 -100 30892 59991 7901 

,1365 -90 290 449 4 5. 

71375 .-8 27696 32938 P-922 

71385 -70 26097 23911 3 20 

7?1395 -60 2449,9 -16924 209 

71405 -50 229,1 11909 1975 

71415 -40 21323 79386 Iv-5 

71425 .30 197v5 42765 87o0 ' 

71435 -20 184096 29963 5988 

71445 -10 1165,8 19767 3984 

71455 0 100 19',00 2940 

71465 10 13828 50332°0O - 1938 

7,14'75 20 127,7 25,919 7g68-10-2 

71485 30 l1695 19297 4s01 

71495 40 l10,0 5v856°00 2 1.92 

7-1505 50. -fla 29665 8,8-0-3 

L71515 60 12798 -1g.282 . 3962 

-1525 70 130v0 1 " I,-71,78 
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TABLE 8 (continued)
 

R___I zgk T; K P9 a-m /m3 

71535 80 130 3g218 8,93e10-4
 

21545 90 130 1,608 -446
 

71555 00 130 8,037104 2,23 

71575 120 130 2007 5,5710- 5 

71595 140 130 5,0161 0 - 5 1939 

71615 160 130 1,253 3948,1076 

71635 180 130 3,130,10 = 868oiO? 

71655 200 130 79818o10-7 2 s,1 6 8 

ORIGINAL. PAGE B3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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t, 
 TABLE 8 (continued)
 

Re zin T, K P(H2 ),a T 0(12), P a arm p(He)m (H fl),arn (H2-Re), 
71655 200 f70F0139010-7 7923710 -8  309-.10-7-72 -

- _o100- _61 194 I_ C 
f-1o 


71661 206 130 2,895 5935 2,143 
 7,92-10-8 5,038 '153) 

?1676 221 14092 1014+ 191 3,349910-8 1-15 19479 3v06 10'8 

71705 250 1770 39796010"8 516ol0i9 3,68610 - 9 190010-9 -849165oi0 616410-9
 

71755 300 240,4 89904oI09 8,90010w10 2027 10 " 0 
4,05.10-11 9,107-10-9 9931-10-10
 

71805 350 30398 2o932 2,32 2919810-11 3,48i0-l2 2,954 236 

71855 00 367g2 1,193 7,80 0(11 39638-1012 4v76010-1 1,197 7,85-I0(11 
7185/ 402 3697 1,154 7,50 3,407 4p43 19157 7r54 

-
71902 147 400,0 5P728010 10 3v44 8938310 13 1908 5,736010-10 3,45
 

71955 500 p00 2,583 1955'
 

1 1 72055 600 400 5 75010 34610 12 

-
72155 700 100 1,280 7969-10 13
 

72255 800 400 2,849910-12 1,71
 
-
72355 900 400 69342-10- 13 3,81010 14
 

72455 1000 400 1,411 8,4710-15
 



ORIGINAL PAGE "r 
(W POOR QUALTn 

TABLE 9. INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION, ALBEDO, BRIGHTNESS
 

Fzi 'a | 06 xecxoe odiaoro cxos"BeoxHee eaioFO-r| iZO ii e TUo
i- e i l-4,F }q7-2c Te -I 

C.D4
0,5 

4003
5f9 

0,37
0,48 

4,74
7,93 

C.6 I 4,76 0,54 8,17 

C,7 3,78 0;.0 1 5,30 

0,8 f995 0,37 3,47 
I,0 1,90 0°,- 2,22 

1,25 !,32 ~O01 1,68 

-05 07C 0,15 C,34 

,0,4 .,74 

I's C,4C -C,C3 -- 904 

Cc 0,7 -CSI -0,09 

P2,3,2w -0,03 -0902 
2,4 0,16 0,05 -0,03 

2,7 

3,0 

01i0 

0,05 [ 
0,3 

-0,03 

-02i0 

-0. CQ5. 

*Sun height above horizon 450. 
**Sun height above horizon 450, phase angle 00. 

Key: a. Wavelength, pm 
b. Intensity of illumination at upper boundary of cloud layer,*
-
10-3 W.CM-2 _,m
 

c. Geometric albedo
 
-
d. Average brightness of cloud layer,** 1 0- 4 W-cm-2 'ster-'- m 1
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TABLE 10. TYPICAL DARK AND BRIGHT FIELD CONTRAST
 

ll*m- -0 5940 -6480 

-I£po4 z8r o97 0,92.0,98 

Key: a. Wavelength, A b. Ratio of dark band brightness
 
and brightest light zone
 

TABLE 11
 

I-

ee 12aa ,-6r - CG 100 I08CM-2C eM-l¢CT 
S0 -2
 

Cnopa.qe c
h 88 0 W
xaa o6riac--, d 400 W0 CMHci 


T,6eisoeRe_-
 2S--S -I 400 6 
k 610 2 cec,c- 

ia 11 Re 
cJioL4 15 25 400 

Key: a. Region f. Plasmasphere
 
1 b. Location in magnetosphere, g. 108 cm- 'sec- ster ' or
 

c. 109 cm-2sec

d. kTeV h. Sporadic region
 
-
e. Intensity i. 3.107 cm-2sec and falls
 

to 6-106 cM-2 -sec - ' at 
11 Re 

j. Ring current
 
k. Plasma layer
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ORIGINAL PAGE N 
OF POOR QUAFLY*

TABLE 12
 

E0dzxae'rL Cna MH- 0lozoze- MHTeie- flpmneta
jDOmAOM4WA xH- TeHMBHOC - tMe man OM

art eucnm~nwc ro Tx Ha Arua- c4iyma) HOCTS, lxe
a 
TOR4031PCrpsd rIOPA- Rp Mb Icaa, F cec-- el f 

9 ag nj e H T p 0 H H "0 

-0,04 3-15 15-20 ,:6 151064 

7 8' 

o, 6 2.1-03 ,1s 3.7 L1o7l08

3.7 1 'Ymelmme-I-0.65 2.8-3 10-133 1 8 6 |1 TeHcx'D1 1 6.108 HVe H
 

5 2.4 a.4 !5.108 \jCI Ha HO 

*5-10 IloOT i 
-86 1,6-15 >15 1.6 I105-2"10?1d4M 

I I onyT O 

>351,6-i0 11 164"03/ inXTepa
 

05-2 1.6-5 5_OT0 -0.
 
>25c 1.6 14-10 UCPU
 

0.52,1 1, 6-250> 25 1+)16' BETh,V1 

3.4-10 3.4 100] Ob15, 3 3 e naA Mli

"0 1,6 3-9 1.6 IQN0-4,3ocTM AO 103 

. Electrons

Key: a. E, MeV h. Order of magnitude


b. Intense current observation 
region, Be decrease of in
c. 2-3 order of magnitude intensity tensity near
 

drop, Re Jovian satellite
 
drop, Reorbits otons
d. Location of maximum,_ecRe i. Protons
m 2.
e.e.IIntensity,t n i• orm- sec
 

C. Note j. Rapid intensity

drop to 10
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TABLE 13. METEORITE FLUXES
 

Zone A. Interplanetary Space Between Earth and Jupiter
 
(Including Asteroid Belt) Outside Region of Increased
 

Concentration Near Jupiter
 

c} Mac cpeAHAs eM a~tjas C ow m 

4-10- 4 .8-10100 i.1,0-10- 1 2,5.1-2 4,0010-1 

21.10 - 3  1,2-i0-0I ,0- 10 - 1,2.10- 2 2,010-1
 

i-10- 2- 1,2-10- 1 5.1013 169010 

!11I0 - 1 1,2 20- 2,5.105 6 0.10-6 190010

0- 8  1 i. A 12 2,0-10- 7  5,0° 8, 0 -10 

'10 12ooo0 1,-20 - 1 4010 

Zone B. Region of Increased Meteorite Concentration Near
 
7
Jupiter Radius About 10 km)
 

a b eOTOR, M-2 cyT-I
 
PAHyc, Macc a, ....
 

m o aLm~j AAj 
4-io' 44 -i  io IO.iO-I !o 

oi0 - 3  - 8 I - 21,2o0 5,0"I0- 5,0.10 5,0
!°1'-2 1'2"10-5' L"02 i "0-3- 5!-I.0 

3
1,o2 I20O 1,5-102 TP510 1,,5-10

- - 5 -30 2,5-10[i0 :1 ,2.10-2 2,5-TO 2,5i0 " 

7 - 5i 12 2,0.10-6 2,0 1 2,0.I0

-- 8 I ' 0 ' I0 - 9 1 00
I o a - 12000 1,0 1 

'Probability for inner part of zone (distance from Jupiter less than
 
106 km).
 

2 -
Key,: a. Radius, cm c. Flux, Mn- day ' e. Minimum model
 
b. Mass, g d. Average model f. Maximum model
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0 

TABLE 14. SATELLITES OF JUPITER
 

a PaCCTOAHe CLuepwqec- CMHOAIq0tlEOR eflaaoqe- DXCI4eHTpW- Pa'A YICM 3Deswan Be-
OnyTHRR oT nnaHeTE CMU Nepxo ,nepmog odpa- Hze CSTe? op- g/Xh uma 

TUC .M CyTH1 C 14eHMA d 6wT 6MTL f 
-.. 
 - _ 

"1.1o 42;8 al76 1 18 28 36 OP MaJ14 
-r 

1820+10 -1968
 
12.oEE ponAa 671v4 1 3O1 1?54' OP nne- 1b50+150 -1948
 
Z0 oae 60714 	 b'81? 1 3 17 h4
 

7L403,1071 UJ 36 OP pemeH- 2635+25 -2,09
 

4oWAKCTG 1804 16,6) 16 18k 0 07 0P HOP 2!00+100 -I,05
 

l5 A.4maLeeA 181 0 ,t8 11 .7"28' OP 0,003 =O00 +6,3
 

6,PeoMA 11b00 250,62 260,0 28,B 0,155 80 +8,0
 

7.Pepa 1170 2U , 8 276,1 28,0B 00207 '30 +9,3
 

8 +12,1
8 HoceRAO" 23800 	 7358,9 631,u R338 0,38 

9.Paaeo 23700 	 755 626 R24B 0,25 -_10 +11,1
 

10AeMeTpa 11750 260 276 	 28,3B 0,140 9 +1,9
 

R1,6B 0,207 ':1i +11,14
llnau 22500 696 599 9 


0,1 8 +12,1
12.AHApaTeA 21000 	 626 646 R 

139 H9 13 	 5-- +1b 

*P. inclination to equatorial plane of planet; B. inclination of orbital plane; R. retrograde retatior
 
**V(1.0) visual star magnitude in phase zero, reduced to sun-planet and planet-observer distances
 

1 AU.
 

Key: a. Satellite e. Iclination of orbit i. Small and variable' kw
 
b. Distance from planet, km f. Eccentricity of orbit 1. 10
 
c. Sidereal period, days g. Radius, km 	 2. Europa
 
d. Synodic period of rotation h. Star magnitude, V (1.0) 3. Ganymede 	 o
 

4. Callisto 5. Almathea 6. Hestia 7. Hera 8. Poseidon 9. Hades 10. Demeter
Ii. Pan 12. Andrathea
 



TABLE 15. ASTRO DYNAMIC CONSTANTS CONNECTED WITH GALILEAN
 

a'
421758o59 


e j 0,00001 

i,rpl 0,032. 

43 266,5000 + 

rd ,,1487506oT 

-a, 171,6000 


rpa7 f 10,13111940-T 

, I 338,7734 + 

rpaf 1203,4889559T 

5950+75 

Key: a. Parameter
 
b. To
 
c. Europa
 
d. Ganymede
 
e. Callisto
 
f. degrees 

SATELLITE SYSTEM OF JUPITER
 

f dp .. 

I671049,78 1070416,65 


0,00013 0,00139 

0,467 09179-

161,8000 + 11492000 + 

0,03980417eTY 000?07249ow 

j 57,5000- 190,5000 

10,03228959-T 0,00680967oT 


285,5142 + 348,8846 + 
101,37472359T 50,31760809T 

I 3250+75 990100 

1882714911
 

0p00736 

02245
 

317,2000 +
 

0,00186251oT 

340,8000 

0,00156486T.
 

325,9951 + 
21,57107197T. 

7100±215 
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TABLE 16. GALILEAN SATELLITE OF JUPITER, BASIC PHYSICAL
 
CHARACTERISTICS
 

van TI Empona ramsi ez KaxxZOTO 
XiTepKCT~XM tiec) 

1820+10 1550+150 2635+25 12500+150 

Mac ca [61: g I
L- , h

:OflYTHM ,469+C006)(2,565+0,06(7,845+0,08) (5,603+0,17) 
i4,876.102 T 491.i023 t 

Kt ± 8,496T0r 486-1 1_065.102 

CpeAnsi RIOT
jL0CIT, /ova 3936 3,!2 1,95 1,63 

ireomeTpW ecoe 
I k 

3190 A 0J3 0v53 0,28 0,11 

4330 G0 0,56 0,38 0,15 

5640 A 0,62 i 0,68 C,43 0,19 

7300K GI Os68 0,4 0,2-i
1701 A 75,62 0,42 0,21 

IepHoe IAT) too ZPB. 
/.enhe y noBepx- iWI 63 

- - 3"1OOCt, aTk 1 1_iC I /'- IC-6 *P i0 A 

BepoATHuI coc- YH3 , IH , 

Tan aTMOCtepH m /-A K12 F2 

;HpKOCTuaHT Tewne.
ipaTypa noBepXHo..I - -n1 

pMP1-,641 8- if 138+4 K !30±4 K 142+4 K 152+4 K
 
17-28m 127+4 K !20+4 K 137+5 K 150+6 K
 

BePOHETHU COOCT qcHer q ofe r I ofer HPO+ r crier HO+
 
pyTa B200 IcmmaT H j czitx0 Hue
IpyH~a H 2 qaom lCNu~b 

2 0flH).
Nmi u~b 

RIuX - oi'nwL11- ji w, 20 ,43 

j~ 'OCHAsaOO T 1 I ADP, 4!O% m AD .(0%He~p baTy__IOHaTOR0 OMI4aToB 

*I'enosphere detected (ne=10 at altitude of about 100 km)
 

YvNo data 
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Key: TABLE 16 (continued)
 

Key: a. Characteristics
 
b. -Io
 
c. Europa
 
d. Ganymede
 
e. ('Callisto
 
f. Radius, km
 
g. Mass
 
h. Satallite/Jupiter,, r0- 5 

i. kg
 
- 3
 

j. Average density, g-cm
 

k. Geometric albedo
 
1. Atmospheric pressure at surface, atm
 
M. Probable composition of atmosphere
 
n. Brightness temperature of surface
 
0. wi, 
p. Probable composition of soil
 
q. H20 snow
 
r. H20 snow plus silicate particles
 
s. Probable interior composition
 
t. Silicates
 
u. H2 ice, NH3, etc. -10% silicates
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a 

i0 

iO-9 

10 

10 

10
 

-5 

20-0b 

10 Nacdu4eRjite 

I( .t f .001
 

to 

c00, 

400 roo Soo j0oo 1500 2000100 150 a00 300 

in three models of atmosphere: NH 3 and
 
Fig. 1. Function P'(T) 


H20 saturation levels corresponding 
to lower boundaries of
 

are shown.
ammonia and water clouds 


Key: a. P, atm
 
b. Saturation
 
c. Clouds
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600. 

I 

St 

-200

-6 0o 

- oo " 

x 

TBGI-

50f 

PG 1 I 

Fig. 2. Temperature T vs. 
altitude in models 

T-Ii. 

4 T50OII14~AL 



1000 

Y,AWAI
41
 

to 44oa 

-aoo 

-8oo. 

Fig. 3. Density p vs. altitude in models I-III.
 



k- -ot 

b
 

Fig. P. Diagram of possible cloud structure on 
Jupiter. 

Key: a.- A~titud .abo~eai atr1,l km
b. Toe
 
c. Solid
 
a: NI- 3 solution in H20
 
e. Condensate content, rng/2
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0D 

oL 5/J.,'6, NpIact 170. 49 

449 
.--

A&0 W5 TB), a9A04M 

1i.5. 

h 

Nomenlure fl sawi
fCOA~q30M94 

f hoiona clu /Amets ructue namshr 
dman' e 

40o40. 

e 
0 

Yptr 

Fig. 5. Nomenclature of basic elements of horizontal cloud structure in atmosphere of Jupiter. 

Key: a. Qreat Red Spot r. N, Tropical Zone m. Equatorial Band 
b. S,S. Temperate-Zee.,_ g. N, Temperate Zone n. N. Equatorial Band 
c, S, Temperate - Zone h. N.N. Temperate Zone o. N. Temperate Band 
d. S. Tropical Zone i. S. Polar Region p. N.N. Temperate Band 
e. Equatorial Zone J. S.S. Temperate Band q. N. Polar Region 

k. S. Temperate Band 
1. S. Equatorial Band 



-2{
 

S5 " .6 7 8 9 !0 11 12 13 14 15 , 

Fig. 6. Distribution of fluxes of electrons with energies E>21
 
MeV in stable radiation belt according to E55]; to obtain fluxes
 

-
in particle-cm 2 units, reduced to isoline velocities, count in
 
-
pulse-sec 1 must be multiplied by 23; ordinate, direction of
 

magnetic field of planet; absissa, magnetic equator.
 
Key: a. Pioneer
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